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I already know you guys...
Posted by benavrahamhalevi - 10 Sep 2009 16:32
_____________________________________

but you don't really know me. I'm benavraham. Single, university student, and struggling for
years with my addiction to lust. I've been reading the forum and receiving the daily chizuk for
months, and I've been on the chart (benavrahamhalevi) for 20 days (!), but I hadn't really
introduced myself yet. Hello!

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by Efshar Letaken - 10 Sep 2009 16:36
_____________________________________

Wow!

Welcome!

And how were you able to hold back until now?

E.L.

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by cleareyes613@gmail.com - 10 Sep 2009 17:01
_____________________________________

We are glad you joined the forum. Keep us posted, with as you call it, your struggle with your
addiction for lust.

Hatzlacha

========================================================================
====
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Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by benavrahamhalevi - 10 Sep 2009 21:56
_____________________________________

Efshar Letaken wrote on 10 Sep 2009 16:36:

And how were you able to hold back until now?

 

I think I was afraid of accountability. But even these few lines that I've written so far have me
feeling great about charging through another day clean! Thanks for the chizuk. I'm looking
forward to posting more frequently.

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by Rage AT Machine - 10 Sep 2009 23:07
_____________________________________

welcome aboard...good luck...when you see so many people at the parade, you see all the flags
and all the banners waiving, it hard not to keep marching along...

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by the.guard - 12 Sep 2009 18:32
_____________________________________

Welcome benAvram!
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If you've been on the chart, you know about the handbooks. Did you try reading through them?

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by Noorah BAmram - 13 Sep 2009 01:41
_____________________________________

Warmest Welcome Dearest Chaver!

My deepest prayers  for your ultimate success 

Love

Noorah

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by Eye.nonymous - 13 Sep 2009 12:05
_____________________________________

Welcome to the forum.

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by Sturggle - 13 Sep 2009 15:07
_____________________________________

benavraham,

welcome to the forum.
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20 days is great!

btw, you must already know this 

but i am also single and a university student

lo pashut! not that other situations are...

anyway, looking forward to hearing more from you...

sturggle

========================================================================
====

Re: I already know you guys...
Posted by bardichev - 13 Sep 2009 19:03
_____________________________________

WELCOME ABOARD

FOLLOW IN STRUGGLES FOOTSTEPS

HE IS DOING GEVALDIGGGGGGGGGGGG

SO WILL YOU

bardichev

========================================================================
====
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